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LUXEYARD 3 Shelf Adjustable Antique Organizer
Bookcase With 2 Drawers Wood Veneer Skin Shelves
For Books Furniture

LUXEYARD

$85.00

Quantity

1

ADD TO CART
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Specification: 

Manufacturer:LUXEYARD 

Product name:Shelves for books 

Color:As picture 

Size:55" x 28.5" x 14.5" (L x W x H) 

Weight:83.5 lbs 

Quantity:1Pc 

Feature: 

1.Versatile Bookcase Fit Different Needs: Featuring 3-tire open and easily accessible storage spaces, you can instantly organize and

display books, decorative items, toys and more on this practical furniture. Plus, 2 large drawers can hide clutter. With a combination of

open and concealed storage spaces, this bookcase can be used for outdoor storage shelves, shelving storage, kids closet storage

shelves, toy storage shelves, bathroom storage shelves, garage storage shelves and more. 

2.Meet Your Preference:The look of this bookcase bring a bringing classic retro glamour like appreciating old movies bring a sense of

nostalgia to your home. Taking elements from antique style, this bookshelf makes a big impression. It's perfect for organizing a home

office, or as a display case in the living room. Featuring wedge feet and unique exquisite metal handle, which add an air of classical

atmosphere. Making it ideal for almost any space. 

3.Mass Storage With Adjustable Shelves: Our bookcase has four shelves. You can easily clean up the daily items and books scattered

in the room. The two lower drawers hold a large number of toys and clutters, and the upper row of bookshelves allow you to showcase

children's work and books crafts and photo frame. Besides, this bookcase was designed to fit in most spaces while providing storage for

your collection. Plus, with two adjustable shelves makes it easy to arrange your books and home decor accents exactly how you want. 

4.Durable And Quality Materials: Our bookcase is constructed with high-quality MDF with melamine edging, the surface is very smooth

,and with an excellent water resistance, corrosion resistance, weather resistance, fire prevention performance. Meanwhile, high-quality

MDF board are harmless to health. Meanwhile, our bookcase is heavy-duty and durable, it can provide a long time services for your

family. 

5.Easy To Maintain And Assembly:This bookcase comes with all hardware. Follow the bookcase of the specification, you'll found

assemble it easy and quickly. Beside, this stand made of high -quality MDF ,the surface of this table is flat and smooth which ensures

easy to clean and maintain by soft wet cloth. 

Packing list: 

1 x Shelves for books
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J James

It’s worth it for what you’re paying for. I’ll be buying more in the future

4 0

J Javery

It’s a cheap bookshelf! Very easy to put together.

5 0
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